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Say more with Super Core
Super Core is a symbol-based core vocabulary, developed to help
AAC users experience success with symbol communication.
It’s easy to learn and use, and is full of features
to support language development, learning
and literacy!

Full and robust core vocabulary
Quick access to over 2,500 of the most useful
and commonly used words
Organised in a consistent and meaningful way
Includes everyday, activity-specific language
Over 70 topic grids
Available in two sizes
Simple Learning grids for very early AAC
learners to explore language
Based on experience and grounded in research

Who is Super Core for?
Super Core is intended for children of any age, who use
AAC to communicate. It is suitable for a range of users,
including those who are:
Just starting to explore symbol communication
Wanting a more comprehensive range of
vocabulary with powerful grammar tools
Using any access method
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You’ll find lots of vocabulary relating to daily and play
activities, making it easier to learn and explore language with
activities that are fun and familiar – and encourage AAC to
be used all day, every day!
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Available in two sizes
Super Core is available in two sizes, to suit the needs of different learners. Both versions have
the exact same vocabulary, so you can access all of the same words and phrases.
Try to choose the version
which the learner is more
accurate with

Super Core 50

Super Core 30

Suited to those who
can manage smaller
cells, with more on
each grid.

Available for learners
who need fewer and
larger cells on each grid.
Words may take more
selections to get to, but
will be easier for some
users to select.

Wherever possible the layouts are
similar, to make it easier to learn if
you are working with multiple Super
Core users.

How it works
Core vocabulary

Dynamic columns

Fringe vocabulary

Quickly say the words
we use all the time...

Get access to even more
everyday language...

Explore over 70
different topic grids...

Whether you’re playing a
game or going to bed, the
words you need are always
available!

You’ll find everything
from food and clothes, to
vehicles and magic.

These useful words make
up 80% of the phrases and
sentences we speak.

What is core vocabulary?
Core vocabulary refers to the words we use all the time, in different situations, to
talk about lots of different things (e.g. “I”, “go”, “want”, “this”, “like”, “is”, “of”).
Chat area
and functions

Dynamic
columns

The rest of what we say is made
up of fringe vocabulary. These are
the more specific words we use
when we talk about certain things,
like “horse”, “cloud”, “tomato” or
“computer”.
You’ll find fringe vocabulary in the
dynamic columns and topic grids.

Extended core

Core vocabulary

Inside the dynamic columns
Super Core combines core words with activity-specific vocabulary that
focuses on real-life situations, everyday routines and play.
The dynamic columns jump to a
range of grids with topic-specific
fringe vocabulary.
You’ll find a selection of daily and
play activities, as well as grids
for talking about feelings, places,
positions, time, school and more.
Many grids also come with useful
whole phrases.

Example activities:

eat & drink

washing

dressing

going places

sleeping

singing

cars

music

ball

drawing

toilet

shopping

cooking

learning

dressing up

reading

trains

bubbles

pretending

craft

Topic grids with fringe vocabulary
There are over 1,000 fringe words to discover in the topic grids, each organised by frequency. If
there are two grids, the more frequently used words will always appear on the first grid.

Each topic is organised semantically
(by meaning) to help learners quickly
find the words they need.
For example, you’ll find vehicles that
fly grouped together in one column of
the vehicles grid, and those that go
on water in another.

Super Core is designed to support...
Language

Learning

There are over 2, 500 words and phrases, focusing on
functional and high frequency words

Super Core focuses on learning language through functional
and motivating activities

The core vocabulary is evidence-based, with a good range of
concept words (e.g. good, bad, big, little)

Vocabulary is repeated across grids, to support learning in a
range of contexts and scenarios

There are single words, phrases and letters to support
spontaneous, flexible and fast communication

Words are in consistent locations across all core and topic
grids. Where possible, if a word appears in multiple grids it will
always be in the same location

The magic wand grid supports exploration of grammatical
structures, including verb tense (e.g. stop, stopped, stopping,
stops) and word endings (e.g. big, bigger, easy, easiest)
Symbols have been carefully selected, combining the ones
that are visually clearest, most commonly used in special
schools, can be easily explained to learners to aid memory,
and are most relatable to a child’s everyday experience

Vocabulary is organised semantically to help children find the
words they need (e.g. party, balloon, present)
The Fitzgerald key layout and colour coding is used to
organise the different parts of speech and help learners find
the words they need to build their sentences

Literacy

Getting started guide

Super Core includes a phonetic keyboard for learners at any
level of literacy development to explore letters and sounds
You can access a range of other keyboard layouts, including
keyboards with prediction cells, that you can introduce when
appropriate
There is a selective use of symbols, encouraging whole word
learning for words that are harder to represent with symbols
(e.g. the, a, of, but, could)
Reading is emphasised throughout Super Core, in daily and
play activities, and school grids. You’ll also find story book
vocabulary and phrases alongside core words, supporting
learners to join in with story book reading
School topic grids contain subject-specific language
alongside core vocabulary

You’ll find everything you need to get started
with Super Core 30 and 50 in our new manual.

Learning grids
For learners just beginning their AAC journey there is a selection of
simplified Learning grids to explore, in two sizes.
In all major symbol libraries
On Windows and iPad
Ideal for those who are just starting to explore symbol communication,
and may still be developing access skills

12

Bubbles
play activity grid

20

Washing
daily activity grid

By introducing vocabulary
in this way, you have the
opportunity to learn words
within activities that are
meaningful and motivating

Low tech communication boards
Low tech versions of Super Core are available to download on our website.

Super Core 30

Super Core 50

Super Core Learning

Available in UK and US English
In all major symbol libraries:

On Windows and iPad:

(Widgit)

(PCS)

(SymbolStix)

(UK)

(UK & US)

(US)
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